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A (Very) Brief Introduction!
I’m Saul, a password security
researcher at Teesside University
in the UK, working mainly with
formal methods for password
security.
GitHub: @lambdacasserole
Twitter: @lambdacasserole
Web: https://sauljohnson.com

User Credential Data Breaches
• Hundreds of millions of
usernames and passwords
(credentials) are compromised
from websites every year and
leaked online.[1]
• Very often these passwords are
either not hashed at all (i.e.
plaintext) or hashed using a
weak algorithm (e.g. MD5).

User Credential Data Breaches (cont.)
• On the right here are just 4 of
these, to scale:
•
•
•
•

Yahoo! Voice[2]
000webhost[3]
RockYou[4]
LinkedIn[5]

• This data, though compromised
by criminals, can be used to
improve password security
through research!

Improving Password Security
• We can nudge users towards
creating more secure passwords
using password composition
policies.[6]
• These are sets of rules that
constrain which passwords users
are permitted to select.
• The datasets on the right are
shown next to the password
composition policies they were
created under.

Dataset

Policy

RockYou

𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ ≥ 5

Yahoo! Voice

𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ ≥ 6

000webhost

𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ ≥ 6 ∧ 𝑑𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑡𝑠 ≥ 1

LinkedIn

𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ ≥ 6

Password Policies and Security
• So, do password composition
policies improve user password
security?
• We can find out, by:
• Looking at password quality in
real-world breached datasets for
which we know the policy[1]
• Or running lab studies[6] where
users create passwords under
different policies (ecological
validity issues/expensive!)

Better Policy, Better Security!
Weaker Policy: Steeper Curve/Less
Uniform Distribution (Length 5)

Stronger Policy: Shallower Curve/More
Uniform Distribution (Length 6, 1 Digit)

But what if we don’t know the policy?
• If we don’t know the policy, we
could, of course, just ask the
organisation involved what it is.
• Alternatively, we could check
their website and attempt to
deduce password rules by trying
to create an account.[7]
• These approaches can have their
problems however…

Why not just ask?
Organisation might be on lockdown…

…or gone entirely!

• Very often, the last thing an
organisation in full damage
control mode wants to do is talk
about internal security
decisions.
• They might accidentally
incriminate themselves by
revealing poor practice! GDPR
makes this more likely.

• The singles.org Christian dating
website had a data breach, then
ceased operations.[8]
• We can’t ask them about
password composition policies if
they don’t exist anymore!

Password Attributes
• We can imagine a password
composition policy rule as a
constraint on some attribute 𝛼,
which is a function mapping
passwords to natural numbers:
𝛼 ∶ 𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑 → ℕ

• Some example attributes are
shown on the right here.

Attribute (𝜶)

Description

𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ(𝑝𝑤𝑑)

Length of password.

𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑠(𝑝𝑤𝑑)

Words (letter sequences separated
by non-letters) in password.

𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟𝑠(𝑝𝑤𝑑)

Lowercase letters in password.

𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑠(𝑝𝑤𝑑) Uppercase letters in password.
𝑑𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑡𝑠(𝑝𝑤𝑑)

Digits in password.

𝑠𝑦𝑚𝑏𝑜𝑙𝑠(𝑝𝑤𝑑) Non-alphanumeric characters in
password.
𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠(𝑝𝑤𝑑)

Character classes (lowers, uppers,
digits, symbols) in password.

Inference: From Dataset to Policy
• The naïve approach here would
just be to look for e.g. the
shortest password in the
dataset. Surely this should give
us minimum password length?
• Unfortunately not, datasets like
this are ‘noisy’. There are old
passwords, test accounts etc.
that make this approach
infeasible![9]

Dataset

Compliant

Noncompliant

RockYou

32,524,461

78,587 (0.24%)

Yahoo! Voice

444,942

8,550 (1.89%)

000webhost

14,936,872

334,336 (2.19%)

LinkedIn

172,409,689

18549 (0.01%)

Inference: From Dataset to Policy (cont.)
• By converting our problem to
one of outlier detection, we can
get much more accurate results.
• We first map our chosen
attribute function 𝛼 over our
dataset and construct a
cumulative frequency series.
• We then plot the multipliers
needed to reach the next
cumulative frequency…

𝒍

𝒇(𝒍)

𝒄𝒖𝒎(𝒍)

𝒎𝒖𝒍𝒕(𝒍)

1

314

314

4.32

2

1,042

1,356

6.00

3

6,725

8,081

9.72

4

70,506

78,587

17.89

5

1,326,965

1,405,552

7.03

6

8,488,412

9,893,964

1.64

7

6,288,016

16,181,980

—

Table 1: Frequencies 𝑓 𝑙 of passwords of different
lengths 𝑙 in the RockYou set, alongside their
cumulative frequencies 𝑐𝑢𝑚(𝑙) and the multiplier
𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑡(𝑙) required to reach the cumulative frequency
of the next length 𝑐𝑢𝑚(𝑙 + 1).

Inference: From Dataset to Policy (cont.)
• Visualising this, we can clearly
see our “big jump” outlier here.
• To get from the cumulative
frequency of passwords up to
length 4 to that of 5, a
substantial multiplier is needed.
• Although more users have
length 6 passwords (≈8m) than
length 5 (≈1m) we have still
correctly inferred this rule!

Some more results!
000webhost: Inferred minimum length
of 6 (correct)

Yahoo!: Inferred minimum length of 6
(correct)

We’re not limited to length, either!
• For example, if we swap our
attribute 𝛼 for a function that
gives the number of numeric
digits 𝑑 in a password, we can
infer constraints on that!
• The 000webhost mandates at
least 1 digit in passwords, giving
us this spike in 𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑡(𝑑) at 𝑑 =
0.

Inferring the Absence of Constraints
• By setting a threshold on what
we consider an ‘outlier’ we can
also infer the absence of
constraints.
• RockYou, for example, had no
requirement for digits in
passwords, meaning all
multipliers were very low (see
left).

Why should we care?
• For password data breaches for
which the policy is not known, it
is now possible to attempt to
easily infer it!
• We’re applying this in our
research now, to increase the
quality of the datasets we’re
using in our work by filtering out
non-password artefacts.

Saving us from bungled data!
• After the data has been
compromised, the party
responsible may run processing
scripts on it to e.g. change its file
format for easy resale.
• This can introduce nonpassword artifacts into the data
if, for example, passwords
containing spaces are split into
more than one record.

Saving us from bungled data! (cont.)
• We filtered the LinkedIn dataset
according to a 2class8[10] policy
(at least 8 characters long, at
least 2 character classes) and
intentionally introduced errors.
• Passwords were split along
commas/spaces, creating
404,547 extra records.
• We were able to use our
approach to recover the original
2class8 policy.

Detecting padded data!
• The size of a password data
breach (i.e. the number of
records it contains) often
dictates the price cybercriminals
are able to obtain for it.
• For this reason, such data may
be padded with other password
data from elsewhere to
artificially inflate its value.

Detecting padded data! (cont.)
• Using the LinkedIn dataset
filtered for 2word12 instead, we
intentionally padded it with
several smaller data breaches:
•
•
•
•

Elitehacker (𝑛 = 1,000)
Hak5 (𝑛 = 2,987)
Singles.org (𝑛 = 16,248)
Faithwriters (𝑛 = 9,709)

• Again, our approach permitted
recovery of the 2word12 policy.

Our Tool: pol-infer
• We built a tool that implements
this methodology called polinfer.
• All scatter plots shown in this
talk were generated using it!
• Here’s the GitHub link:
https://github.com/sr-lab/polinfer
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